The proposed research is aimed to define some BIPV (building integrated photovoltaics) paradigms for the refurbishment of historical contexts, by defining strategic criteria related to linguistic-architectural and technological-constructive aspects of solar systems (including case-studies in specific application contexts). This research could, once perfected and shared, be used within operative tools (guidelines, case studies, etc.) really applicable to common scale, e.g., in today's post-earthquake reconstruction in L'Aquila, for defining possible solar implementation possibilities in sensitive areas according to an innovative and sustainable method of intervention.
Introduction


The BIPV (building integration photovoltaics) applied to the refurbishment project, has shown, in various forms and with different success, interesting possibilities for architectural and technological upgrading of the pre-existence, including a high acceptability in sensitive contexts. The basic built of historic "minor" settlements, typical of the Italian building heritage (consisting of a network of small centres with high historical, landscape and environmental value) poses new methodological challenges to the conservation project related to the control of energetic of and eco-sustainability aspects. In the revitalization of these places, typically characterized by a pre-modern material culture that forms the main testimonial value, the implementation of bioclimatic strategies and systems for using renewable energies, requires an accurate process to verify the integrability, variable in each case and to articulate at different scales: from building components to the village and landscape dimension (roads, open spaces, urban voids, etc.). In a contemporary context increasingly oriented towards the "mass customization" of the building industry, the study of ways of integration may take advantage from an innovative "craft dimension" of technology which, more and more adaptable to the design paradigm of the "micro-intervention" and "controlled transformation" (thanks to the control of technological and figural details at scale of the component or base material), shows new scenarios of "compatibility" compared to the degree of "transformability" of these places. The acronym BIPV denotes a principle or, more generally, a design approach for which the PV (photovoltaic) system is designed not only as a system for energy production, but mainly as architectural and constructive element of the building envelope: The solar system thus becomes a technological element, component of constructive envelope, and at the same time, a solar design tool for the expressiveness of architectural language. The analysis of the relationship between PV system, building organism and context, Photovoltaic design should be recognized as a place of dialogue and mediation of different, and often conflicting, levels of complexity and scales of observation and reference. In this dialectic field, typical of the interdisciplinary character of the architectural project, frequently emerges implications, at the same time, at landscaping scale, at constructive or figural detail scale, or the need to compromise between scientific parameters (efficiency, power, quantity of energy, etc.) and interpretative aspects (aesthetics, visual, spatial values, etc.). Wanting to outline this complexity through a simplified grid of reading, in perspective of performance design, it is possible to recognize some classes of PV integrability [1] . The intervention on the existing, open an enormous complexity of disciplinary approaches, ranging from themes of conservation to the refurbishment and performance retrofit, depending on the building heritage considered. Outlining the issue of BIPV on the existing, at a general level, it can be said that, like any transformative process, it must be centred on the methodological path that starts from the recognition of values and, through the assessment of the degree of transformability, leads to estimate the adequacy of PV in relation to building characters emerging from an evaluation of the propensity to integration. In broad terms, the authors can recognize two fundamental areas of intervention:
(1) On the ordinary "heritage", in a pretty "transformative" way, with the aim to introduce new architectural and constructive quality, wherever these appear absent or compromised (Fig. 1); (2) On the heritage of historical value, working in a purely "compatible" way, in order to not alter the pre-existing quality, intervening in a compatible manner.
Some experimentation and international researches demonstrate a high potential for PV in the redevelopment of the historic areas and also in sensitive environmental contexts [2] . The study on how to introduce the PV in settlement characterized by historical values, shows a first fundamental difference with ordinary building heritage: These settlements are in fact notable expressions of sustainability thanks to their nature and vocation, given the typical "self-sufficiency" of the ancient communities. The intervention of refurbishment, therefore, rejected aprioristic conservative or transformative thesis, needs to regain a honest projectuality able to fix, as address line, a path under the banner of a patient and helpful search of "compatibility" among technological innovation, energy/ecological efficiency and conservation/ valorisation of local resources (Fig. 2) . 
The Eco-sustainable Refurbishment as a Model of Intervention on the Historical Centres
The project for transforming historical environments, today re-opens the relationship with those "sustainability rules" of the ancient building consolidated in its intimate nature of construction and development. Overcome ideological positions, the intervention of refurbishment needs to fix, as address line, an operating aimed to the search of "compatibility". Recognized as intervention approach the "controlled improvement" instead of an undifferentiated performance retrofit, the design process consists of a gradual deepening of knowledge, that starts from the critical reading of typological structures and of constructive, material, spatial, environmental and functional correlation in the considered heritage. The definition of aggregation rules within the built tissue, with analysis of syntactic, typological and constructive evolution processes, allows to identify the scale of values that is to define the degree of transformability (i.e., the vocation to be transformed) and outline, following comparative assessments between values and needs, the forms of compatible interventions [3] . Sustainable recovery, in particular, aims of curing, within the refurbishment process, specific intervention requirements of eco-compatibility, such as the safeguard of the eco-system (air, water, soil, etc.), the rational use of the climatic, energetic, water and material resources besides comfort and wellbeing of users. The basic heritage of Abruzzo, consisting of a network of small medieval settlements of high historical, landscape and environmental value, after the recent earthquake disaster, requires a deep rethinking of models and strategic schemes of intervention [4] . In these places, the use of bio-climatic and ecological criteria, as well as integration of renewable energy systems, requires a thorough process to verify the integrability, variable case-by-case and to articulate at different scales: from individual building components to the urban dimension of the village (streets, rue, open spaces, valleys, landscape, etc.) (Fig. 3 ).
BIPV in the Context of Historic Buildings
The limitation to plants in the suburbs". Thus, in ordinary conditions of well-preserved villages, a probable intervention strategy is the "zero hypothesis" or "no-intervention" that is total conservation. Less rational instead, appears widespread prohibition of building regulations, in cases of "historical" perimeters where the monumental value is objectively well lower or else limited to isolated emergencies. In such cases, there is objectively the possibility, and perhaps the need, to intervene in improving-key on the performance and on the language of the artifacts, often outdated, degraded, unhealthy and unsafe, as well as ecologically very impacting (Fig. 4) . But differently from the ordinary cases, which may be the approach in contexts where the earthquake destroyed all traces of pre-existence? Without going into the merits of disciplinary debate on the "how to rebuild", it is necessary to find innovative and sustainable "ways to intervene" on building and urban contexts, often deprived of any material and testimonial value of pre-existence due to the collapse suffered. It is in this context that, once excluded the demagogic operations of "in style" restoration, it can be certainly found fertile ground the thematic of "build on built" and also the topic of solar implementation (Fig. 5) . Besides the topics of seismic safety, the use of PV shows by now to overcome those prejudices which, taking as reference the generally medium-low quality appeared in widespread use, have a tendency to consider solar modules incompatible with a good architecture, especially in sensitive contexts such those concerned. Clearly, within existing contexts, as opposed to the single building of ordinary heritage, PV enters in a peculiar relationship with "the overall environmental value" with surrounding not built space. It needs to face a whole of built issues and roads, streets and squares of the settlement, which together form the unitary image of historic built, close linked with the topography, morphology and, more generally, with the surrounding natural environment. The study of PV integration strategies, so, before referring to building envelope, requires to investigate new forms of integration in a broader scale, so-called "urban" which includes the open spaces, relation systems and margin areas. In the meantime, the building-scale integration, needs to be expanded to the building "aggregate" size, defined by a homogeneous unit of settlement built "autonomously" compared to the rest of the village [5, 6] .
BIPV at "Urban" Scale: Opportunities from Built Tissues to the Open Spaces
Integration at "urban-scale" shifts the emphasis from "material" and historical dimension to the landscape-environmental one. The integration "on the edge", in decentralized systems (valleys, gardens, walls, etc.) or auxiliary buildings, can provide alternative solutions in areas particularly sensitive. It is indisputable that the large installations become a real mark on the territory characterizing the landscape perception. The controversial issue for finding a balance between the environmental values to be preserved and self-produced energy, both with sustainable purpose, is charged with a particular complexity coming into conflict with other objectives also linked to a rational use of resources and to environmental protection.
Another possibility is covered by the project of relation open spaces that create other forms of urban compatibility for PV implementation, like urban furnishings, lighting, urban spaces with a micro-climatic control, as well as other punctual "micro-interventions" (Figs. 6 and 7) .
Also streets and roads offer a way to innovate the urban tissue. Although, on one hand, this topic converges on the planning of underground services networks (technological tunnels, district heating networks, etc.), to a broader and ambitious perspective it could be declined to the concept of "new" paths of "sustainability", rethinking the streets as urban bioclimatic tunnels between the houses (a kind of buffer zone). They could be able to interact with local weather conditions for controlling inner microclimate and lighting, to be inhabited during different seasons, allowing them a new urban and social role [7, 8] .
BIPV at "Building" Scale between Language and Construction
At "building" scale or, better, at "aggregate" dimension, considered the "environmental global value" that featuring the areas concerned, the intervention on individual building often becomes a "public event". Generally speaking, as mentioned above, some aggregates have extraordinary values which should be strictly preserved in their current state.
Thinking to solar integration on roofs (given the lesser desirability of vertical enclosures for the typical character of high density of buildings, except any margin houses or wall-houses, etc.), it is clear how the roof material (slabs, tiles, etc.), is one of the architectural key-values of the centers concerned, where morphology marked by valleys, hills and mountains often makes them an integral part of the whole natural-artificial landscape.
The "fifth facade" of the buildings, the roof, is an important element to be analyzed and assessed with a rigorous analysis of compatibility. Hence, where the presence of solar systems does not prejudice the value of the settlement, as in some towns of Abruzzo that will require a deep post-earthquake reconstruction, it becomes possible to experiment interventions, both from an architectural point of view and intechnology. In this disciplinary perspective, the different strategies for PV building integration, at building scale, can be divided in linguistic-expressive and constructive-technological [9] . The morphological-figurative integration, in general, can be read in PV system capability to express the linguistic morphology and rules governing the structure and composition of the architectural language. Basic aspects of language can be analyzed:
(1) at the scale of the building organism; (2) at the scale of the constructive component. Integration into the building envelope of PV systems also implies to consider their dual function of constructive and energy elements. Constructive and technological integrability can be linked to the analysis of some requirements:
(1) the integration rating, that is the level of satisfaction, by the PV system, of technological requirements of building units;
(2) the analysis of constructive role, understood as the level of PV membership within the different sub-systems of constructive equipment; (3) the building compatibility, that is the attitude of PV component to dimensionally, functionally and physically "interface" with technical elements of the envelope, in accordance with the levels of quality requires (combinability and couple-ability).
The acceptance of PV in sensitive contexts, is a theme so far little developed and, in some cases, the public organism responsible for protection, preferred solution related to a mimicry approach (e.g., solar tiles), with some results of questionable quality due to the logic to "hide" as a synonymous of integration. An European basically experience in this field, is "PV Accept" research ( Fig. 8) , as an example of component innovation as well as a collection of PV integration case-stories [2] .
The Language of Refurbishment in the Semantic of BIPV Project
In order to classify some main design strategies at scale of building, some tendencies of linguistic characterization of recovery intervention can be identified, looking to the semantic role of PV in relation to its possible expressive potentials. A first criterion [10] can become the linguistic recognizability of photovoltaics according to different degrees, ranging from the minimum of mimicry, where its presence is not perceivable, up to the maximum of the "showy" integration or "non-integration (collage)", passing through moderately recognizable integration strategy.
A further potential can be recognized in technologically advanced tendencies, such as interactive systems where the energy is used to show messages and feelings with light [9] . A similar classification criteria of PV design strategies [11] , is based on different linguistic levels (tones) by which the dialectic relationship between envelope and PV system can be expressed. It ranges from minimum degree when the building envelope is architecturally "submissed" (due to the application of "foreigners" active systems) to different dialectic gradients in which the PV is linguistically "dominant", "integrated" or "subordinate" to the perception of the envelope, up to the limiting case where, contrariwise, PV integration is "folded" to a mimetic-imitative way, no longer recognizable" (Fig. 9) . The implementation of each of these strategies is the result of a delicate balance, within the project, of several architectural requirements (aesthetic and morphological parameters at cell or module level, etc.) and constructive-technological factors (type and integration rating, constructive role).
It is equally clear that, given the wide range of expressive significations available, the presence of values eligible of protection, needs to carefully establish the "linguistic possibilities" of solar systems reflecting on the morphological, syntactic and semantic role of PV according to the previously outlined transformability scenarios. Hence, PV integration requires a phase of evaluation of several simple units of meaning, as cell, module or the photoactive material, aimed to the research of compatibility of their "language inflection" (colour, texture, semi-transparency, etc.) at the elementary level of component, equivalent to the "word". Research has had the objective to identify, in the face of such strategies already known in literature for new buildings, examples of significative PV use in refurbishment, such as synthesized in Fig. 10. 
The "Craft Dimension" of Technology as an Engine for Integrability
The language control of PV, in areas concerned, requires a specific tuning of the expressive tone compared to contextual factors (e.g., avoiding the use of traditional "application" methods). The "integration project" is often submitted to the control of the architectural language at component scale. This aesthetic and semantic approach to "componenting design" scale [12] is indispensable in order to carry out, during the "integration process", a first reflection on the PV linguistic characters, as well as on the recognition of the simple units of meaning as the cell, module or the PV material, with the aim to control the several parameters of the expression and the various forms of "language inflexion" at the elementary level of the "phrase".
The "component approach" is an important process for the integrability verification in these places. In a contemporary framework increasingly oriented towards mass customization of building industry, it is possible to benefit of an innovative "craft" dimension of technology which, aided by a process now completely 
Architectural strategy
Collage/Submission The presence of the PV system is perceived as an element deliberately alien with respect to morphology and language of building. Reading of the building envelope is subject to the expressive role of PV system. Domination/Evident PV The PV system is dominant in linguistically and expressive reading of the building envelope. It is very recognizable and perceptively emphasized due to photoactive materials and construction system used. The perceptive emphasis announces on showy manner the presence of the PV, also thanks to specific technological choices at the module scale and at constructive level. digitized, appears more and more adaptable to the design paradigm of "micro-intervention" and "controlled transformation". In fact, as well as the generation of any volume or complex surface is facilitated by the use of CAD (computer aided design) modeling software, so even the technical feasibility of constructive elements uses a prefabrication, no longer serialized and standardized on the prototype and modular co-ordination, but based on "file to factory". Assisted production CAM (computer aided manufacturing) allows a high flexibility and personalization to the production process, within a framework of mass-customization that makes constructive reality even the most complex design visions or, as in this case, the need for controlling technological details at component and material scale, depending on the "transformability" showed by the places. The meaning of "qualifying quantity" and the possibility of combining a high use of the standard with the need to adaptability at changing requirements, defines the base of a "best meeting" between industrialized processes and architecture (Figs. 11  and 12 ).
Many industries in the field of BIPV, also at national level, are already predisposed to support process for designers and builders in co-design of architectural components. The main design parameters at component scale can be summarized in following levels of reading:
(1) the cell, as a material unit (and linguistics); (2) the PV module, as a complex product, resulted by some forms of language assembly at component scale (Table 1) .
In this framework, the need to relate the technical equipment to the variability of context, researching the rules and limits of a compatible performance improvement, leads to a "craft dimension" of the project and of construction detail, made case-by-case, in a searching between tradition and innovation (Fig. 13) . A technological approach therefore becomes sensitive to the scale of the "micro-intervention" [13] : in investigated built contexts the component (both existing and new design) is not assessable as "product", but on the contrary, as "artifact", implying the view of its nature of craft object related to materials, treatments and processing, including consideration on life cycle. This logic allows avoiding an exemplified use, so conventional and uniform, of repertory techniques capable of inducing homogenizing phenomena and serialization of pre-existing. 
Conclusions
The definition of PV integration criteria, seems one of the necessary instruments for the solar implementation within historicized contexts, aimed to technological innovation and energy efficiency. This becomes an essential goal, in the perspective of a sustainable refurbishment. The design dimension of PV is linked to the logic of "micro-intervention" that can now avail of a mass-customization industry allowing an increase adjustment level of perceptual and semantic factors besides technological and constructive features of components. Anyway, the "integration project" needs to be addressed and solved in a craft logic, not in the sense of the use of traditional systems, but as artisanal "capacity" of creative elaboration at "detail" scale, made case-by-case with an essential care for compatibility and contextualization of intervention. The research could find an application field in the reconstruction of several centres hard hit by the earthquake of 2009 in L'Aquila: The transfer of defined principles could also constitute an important opportunity for experimentation of PV integration in historical contexts, for demonstrating the real forms of compatibility.
"An architect must be a craftsman that does not separate the mind from the work of his hand. This results in a circular process which brings from an idea to a drawing, from a drawing to an experiment, from an experiment to a building and from a building, etc. brings back to an idea. Teamwork is essential if you need to implement creative projects. Teamwork requires the ability to listen to and to engage in a dialogue" [14] .
